Consider UltraClad for versatility & creative design options on your next project.

Wintec Systems offers a range of building products designed to exceed all relevant Australian standards. Be it weather or energy efficient door & windows with larger unobstructed views, or low maintenance exterior cladding - Wintec Systems has the product.

Introducing UltraClad - a powder coated Alumitech interlocking exterior cladding system that can be applied both horizontally and vertically. It is suited to both residential & commercial building applications and is available in a wide range of colours in modern or classic designs.

Weatherboards are produced in a modified weatherboard profile with either a smooth, corrugated or grooved face (Line Board), a bead back weatherboard profile (Historical), or a flat face with negative joint detail (Shiplap).

They are produced in 6 different profiles which range in width from 140mm up to 205mm, and are supplied 5m and 6m lengths.

When installed, the cladding is effectively 3mm thick with the powder coat featuring on the exposed surfaces.

This system is applied to the external wall framing over an absorbent building wrap which has been extensively tested to cyclonic conditions.
ULLTRA CLAD WEATHERBOARDS

TECHNICAL INFO

MATERIAL & COMPLIANCE
Ulltraclad is fabricated from 6060 T5 premium grade aluminium. It is tested to Australian cyclic flow conditions and is backed by an extensive warranty.

APPLICATIONS
Ulltraclad caters for many design options, from feature wall, cable ends to fully clad buildings. The ease and speed with which Ulltraclad is installed and the fact that it is pre-finished, makes for faster construction times and reduced cost in scaffolding and painting.

COMPONENTS
Ulltraclad is supplied as a complete system which consists of weatherboards (Aluminium cladding), locators for concealed fixing, internal/external corner moulds, starter strips, board tracker, window flashing and accessories.

PERFORMANCE
Ulltraclad has been designed to perform year after year. In Australia’s harsh climate, Ulltraclad has the sales and technical support to meet your cladding requirements.

A4917 150mm TEE WEATHERBOARD
A5059 150mm TRADITIONAL WEATHERBOARD
A4705 150mm VERTICAL WEATHERBOARD
A8010 150mm STANDARD WEATHERBOARD
A5104 150mm FULL CORRUGATED WEATHERBOARD
A6478 205mm SHADLINE WEATHERBOARD

TESTED TO WITHSTAND THE HARSHEST OF AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS